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To See or Not to See: Disney’s
Moana
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When my youngest daughter, now a conЌdent nine year old, was
four, she came to me and asked a question that forever changed
me as a parent, “Mommy, can I lighten my skin to be a Disney
Princess?” It was an innocent enough question as all of the most
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visible princesses are white. She was only reЌecting the facts
presented to her on TV and in the movies. Even commercials
favor white skin over all others; spend a day watching any
amount of television and the favoritism is real. A quick peek at
this year’s Top 5 Favorite Holiday Commercials by Business
Insider validates this. All of them center white families and have
white main characters. The trend was obvious back then too,
even to her at the ripe old age of 4.

It broke my heart into a million pieces to hear these words falling
from her lips. I thought of all the things I did or did not do to
cause her to feel this way about herself. Up until then, I thought I
was doing a good job of making us all comfortable in our
respective skins. Our family is a beautiful blend of several
diЌerent cultures. I’m Puerto Rican, my husband has a mix of
Italian and Irish and Scandinavian blood and his ex-wife was a
mix of Filipino and Hawaiian. My exes are Italian and Irish
respectively and our kids are a mix of all these things. It’s a lot of
culture and I do my best to keep us all well represented in life
and at the dinner table. We aren’t even a “Disney family”
although we are not strangers to their Ќlms. On top of all that, I
have been quite vocal to point out the problematic and outdated
dogmas that surround Princess Culture.  For example, gender
roles in these Ќlms are rigid and the characters are rarely
permitted to explore traits outside of these stereotypical gender
norms. There are many more examples like this, left for another
post.

Regardless how hard I work to prevent it, mainstream ideals
seep into impressionable minds in even the most conscious
household and I have been working so hard ever since to Ќnd
her quality representation in mainstream media. So, when
Disney introduced Moana, I have to admit, I was star struck. Here
is a character, visible and complex, taking center stage in a Pixar
Ќlm and she looks like my baby girl! When I showed it to her, the
look on her face was a mixture of, what I can only describe as,
wonder and delight. She was excited and I couldn’t help but be
excited for her! I immediately looked forward to buying all of the
dolls. I romanticized the merchandising and pictured myself
Ќlling up my cart with beautiful Moana Ќgures because, they look
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just like my baby and my baby deserves this! After the initial
marketing high wore oЌ, reЌection was in order.

I want to feed my children’s souls, not just their egos.

Hawaiian history, like all of American history is dark and full of
injustice. The erasure of Polynesian, Samoan, Hawaiian, and
Maorian culture (even in the spaces they live) is real. In all
honesty, research for this article was much more challenging
than I anticipated. While there was a ton of information on
Moana, information on the history of the islands is scarce and
often not written by natives but outsiders. Every search was
encumbered by watered down, Caucasian-friendly tourism
related content. There seems, at least to me, to be a severe lack
of resources that provide genuine historical information about
Oceanic people.

In 1778 the Rev. Hiram Bingham, “settler” in Hawaii
wrote, “The appearance of destitution, degradation
and barbarism among the chattering, almost naked
savages, whose heads and feet and much of their
sunburnt swarthy skin were bare, was appalling. Can
these be human beings?”  (Siler, 2012)

Native people and native lands have long been treated as if they
were brought into fruition just to be discovered and then
consumed.  The white gaze is a destructive force and no place or
culture is safe from its manifest gentriЌcation. Oceanic people,
who experience intense amounts of erasure, especially in
mainstream media, know this intimately. It turns out, feelings
about Moana transcend my little bit of anecdotal evidence about
my daughter’s very real and obviously valid need for
representation.

Their feelings are worth considering. A recent Facebook post
asked people to boycott the Ќlm all together. Tired of their
people and their culture being white washed for mass

“



Aluli’i Cravalho, Hugh E. Gentry. Moana, Disney

consumption. They have a point. White folks love cultures of
color but don’t particularly love the people.

In a review writer Richard Wolfgramm says, “Moana is not a
perfect Ќlm and the root of the Ќlm’s shortcomings directly relate
to the uncomfortable fact that this Ќlm that we claim is about US
was birthed from the minds and voyeuristic gaze of two white
men, and that this practice is still acceptable in 2016.”

This is the
essence of my
conЌict with this
movie. On the
one hand John
Musker and Ron
Clements,
directors of the
Ќlm, seemed to

have done some research. Both Moana and the actress who
voices her, Auli’i Cravalho are fantastic role models for my
daughter. There is an authenticity here that is lacking in most
other Disney movies.

On the other hand, I know we deserve better. I know there are
native storytellers with authentic voices and unique perspectives
that deserve a platform that does not center whiteness at all.

Whether or not you boycott the Ќlm is up to you, many people
have decided to do just that. Before you make any choice
regarding this movie, I recommend you do your own research
both of the Ќlm and of the culture that inspired it. Much like
mainstream media lumps all Spanish speaking peoples into the
category “Latino” interchanging diЌerent cultures as if they are
all somehow one, so here does Disney lump Hawaiian and
Polynesian cultures. There are distinct diЌerences and if you are
prepared to go see this movie, prepare yourself to learn the
diЌerences.

Do not make Moana the monolith of all Polynesian culture. Dig
deeper and then dig deeper still to learn more about the folklore,
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culture, and beliefs that ignited Moana with the magic Disney
was so attracted to in the Ќrst place.

Some great starting points:

Queen Liliʻuokalani, Ќrst and last queen regnant of Hawaii

Popular Polynesian Literature

One Shot! Polynesian Media Group – a collective of Polynesian
and Oceanic Artists

Hawaiian Authors to Read

This Hawaii is not for tourists

I urge you to push past the comfortable and dig even deeper
than this. There is plenty of information if you are willing to seek
it out. My goal is to teach my children to own and be proud of
their culture. I also want them to understand, other people’s
culture is not ours for consumption.

Despite its problematic nature, I’m grateful to Moana for forcing
me to think critically about this. It has pushed me to Ќnd more
authentic Oceanic voices, literature, and media. I’m using this as
a platform to demand greater representation for my daughter.
I’m using it to push her to think more critically about her identity.
I think all media has this potential if we utilize it this way.
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Thank you for this. I appreciate the way you both
personalize your reaction, and generalize it to your
reading audience. The list of resources is great – I look
forward to learning more about Oceanic cultures and
history.
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I’m so glad you found this valuable!!!

Thank you so much for this feedback 
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